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GREEN TEA
You will need to be more
gentle with your green teas.
The water temperature
should be around
800 C - 1800 F and only
steeped for 0.5 – 2 minutes.

BLACK TEA
Black is one of the most
robust of the tea varieties
and can be brewed in truly
boiling water, usually
steeped for 5 minutes.

OOLONG TEA
As to be expected, oolong
tea falls between green and
black. The best temperature
is around 900 C - 1900 F.
Oolong should be steeped
for around 3-5 minutes.

PU-ERH
Due to the way Pu-erh is
processed, first wash the
Pu-erh tea to rinse away
any impurities. Then brew
in boiling water. Usually
Pu - Erh tea can brewed
more than ten infusions.

HERBAL
With so many different
herbs that can be used
for herbal tea blends,
there is no way to give
any temperature or
steeping guidelines with
any accuracy. Most herbs
can be brewed in boiling
water and steeped for
about 5 minutes. You
might need a bit of trial
and error to get the
perfect cup.

If you don't have a thermometer handy, you can tell
the water temperature by watching the bubbles.
Small bubbles will float to the surface of the water
750 С-1650 F, and you'll see strings of bubbles from
the bottom of the kettle at 850 С-1850 F. After that,
you'll have a full rolling boil.
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Mr. Le Quang Nam
34 YEARS OLD

NAM DINH PROVINCE

Family One son
BUSINESS Fisherman- one of Vietnamese most devoted early birds,
wakes up at around 4 AM which is the best time for a
good catch!
INCOME About $80/month. Complains that lately the new
fishermen have caught all of the fish near the coast
DIET Hates any seafood but loves a good bowl of rice with
chicken and vegetables which costs $0.6. He loves the
Traditional Vietnamese Green tea which helps him get
started every morning
GARAGE Honda Wave (fake one, made in China) which is worth
about $150
PROPERTY Catches the best sunrise from his own $120 bungalow
(made from palm leaves) right on the beach (land doesn’t
belong to him)
HOBBIES Watches TV from a hammock, and he plays cards for
money with friends
A RECENT Won $450 playing cards in the neighboring village that he
EVENT is currently avoiding
DREAMS Goes to a casino in Macao one day

Drink with buddies at night and sing karaoke – that’s how 70%
of the Vietnam population has fun.
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Traditional Vietnamese Green tea
Trà Xanh Truyền Thống Việt Nam

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
GREEN TEA

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea

Classic Vietnamese green tea. Fragrant but tart, with a rich
aftertaste.

Traditionally, North Vietnamese prefers to take loose leaf green tea
with a slice of lemon and sugar. Those in South Vietnamese, on the
other hand, prefers it iced. Either way, it’s the tea of choice for all
Vietnamese to mark any occasion: weddings, birthdays, funerals,
work, or just hanging out with friends. Tea is an intrinsic part of
Vietnamese life. To drink our teas means you have decided to bring
a little Vietnamese culture into your life.
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Ms. Dang Thanh Trang
42 YEARS OLD

NAM DINH PROVINCE

Family Three daughters, aged parents
BUSINESS Owner of a small “Pho Bo” café with plastic chairs. She
wakes up at 1 AM to start cooking the best soup in town,
and she greets her first customers at 5.30 AM. She serves
about 120 customers for breakfast
INCOME She earns about ¢2 from each customer that totals about
$600/month
DIET Likes the soup that her eldest daughter (15) makes. Her
daughter started to cook when she was seven. Ms. Trang
says she can’t imagine how she would be able to wake up
without Pandan tea with ice
GARAGE Honda Click, wich costs about $1300
PROPERTY A house that stands on a quiet street, with a cafe on the
ground floor. It costs about $30,000
HOBBY Likes to spread rumors about her main competitor Ms.
Hanh whose restaurant in the building across from hers
One of the tourists left a Canon camera on the table three
A RECENT months ago but still hasn’t come back for it. She has no
EVENT idea what to do with it
DREAMS

To win big money in the lottery
A very positive country. According to a «Happy Planet Index
2012» Vietnam is second on the list among 151 countries in
the world. The first is Costa Rica, the third is Colombia. USA is
in the 114th position, France is the 70th, Japan is the 45th and
Singapore is the 90th.
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Pandan Tea
Trà Dứa

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
GREEN TEA

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, pandan leaves,
natural identical pandan flavor

Extraordinary taste similar to freshly baked cookies.

When visitors sample this iced tea – with its unbelievable taste
of freshly baked cookies – from a Vietnamese café or restaurant,
they start searching for it around the local tea stores. So, it is our
pleasure to unfold this mystery to you – our Pandan tea.
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Mr. Dang Thien Binh
42 YEARS OLD

Qui Nhon City

Family Five daughters
BUSINESS Director of a major fruit market. Suppliers from remote
villages come to sell their fruits starting at 3 in the
morning. He doesn’t trust anyone to buy so he goes to
bed every night at 7 PM
INCOME About $8500/month
DIET Hates to eat any fruits because he is afraid that they all
contain pesticides. He goes to his favorite Vietnamese
restaurant ($12) and doesn’t eat any international
cuisines. He can’t imagine life without C-Shape Jasmine
tea
GARAGE 2010 Toyota Camry, cost about $35,000
PROPERTY Owns a three story house that sits by the riverside and is
worth about $250,000
HOBBY Plays tennis three times a week at the best court in town
A RECENT First time travelled to Europe
EVENT
DREAMS To have a son

Changing the shape of the cheekbones and nose - the most
popular cosmetic surgery among Vietnamese wealthy women
and among men – hair transplants in the beard and mustache.
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Curving Leaf Jasmine Tea
Trà Lài Móc Câu

Thai Nguyen Province,
North-East of Vietnam
GREEN TEA

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, jasmine
blossoms, natural identical
jasmine flavor

The finest green tea with the intoxicating fragrance of
jasmine blossoms.

There is a vast array of jasmine tea varieties in the world. One of the
most popular in Vietnam is Curving Leaf Jasmine tea, with its sharp,
tart taste.
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Ms. Dang Thi Thom
61 YEARS OLD

Danang city

FAMILY Single
BUSINESS Tai Chi Instructor. She starts every morning in the City
Park, training a group of 30-40 people in their 60’s on how
to be more healthy and beautiful
INCOME About $1200/month, mainly made from affluent students.
Seventy percent of the group cannot afford it, so she
teaches them for free
DIET Vegetarian. She likes growing her own vegetables. She
brews a huge teapot of Jasmine cinnamon tea and shares
it with her students after the lessons
GARAGE 2011 Vespa which costs about $5000
PROPERTY Owns a one story home with a nice garden in the suberbs
in Danang. It costs $60,000
HOBBY Paints landscapes in the mountains of North Vietnam
A RECENT One of her rich students has begun to express romantic
EVENT interest in her
DREAMS Visits Tibet and to meet the Dalai Lama

Vietnamese can live in an old house, sleep on the floor, prepare
and eat the food on the floor, have the latest model iPhone and
MacBook and still have about $50,000 in gold or in their bank
account.
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Jasmine Cinnamon Tea
Trà Lài Quế

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
GREEN TEA

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, jasmine
blossoms, cinnamon, natural
identical jasmine flavor

Heady aroma of cinnamon with the delicate taste of
jasmine.

Vietnamese cinnamon is famous around the world. Every
morning you can drink cappuccino in your favorite café and not
even be aware that you are drinking Vietnamese coffee with
Vietnamese cinnamon.
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Ms. Dang Thi Huong
21 YEARS OLD

Mui Ne city

FAMILY Has a boyfriend
BUSINESS Works in massage shop in a very touristy place
INCOME $90/month. About 80% of her money comes from tips
which she has to split in half with her boss
DIET

Usually spends five cents for lunch; ice cream lover but
worries about her weight; drinks Ginger Tea to lose weight

GARAGE Uses a public bus
PROPERTY Shares a room (15 sq. feet) with two of her friends. They
have a schedule for boyfriend visits. Rental fee is about
$20 per month
HOBBY Loves to sit near the road watching people pass and
guessing their incomes
A RECENT Lost control of a motorcycle and broke her collarbone.
EVENT Insurance only covered 30% of the injury
DREAMS Opens her own nail shop

About 40% Vietnamese (more than 30 million people) have the
surname Nguyen.
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Ginger Tea
Trà Gừng

Bao Loc Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
GREEN TEA

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, ginger

Classic green tea blend. Tart, fresh, and grassy Vietnamese
green tea and warming ginger.

There is a popular Vietnamese remedy for ginger: “Have ginger
in the morning is as healthy as ginseng; Have ginger at night is
just like drinking arsenic.” The combination of ginger and loose
tea leaves from the highlands is more than an organic medicine;
it’s the essence of drinking tea and enjoying life.
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Ms. Le Thanh Xuan
45 YEARS OLD

Ha noi capital

Family One son and one daughter
BUSINESS Dentist in a private clinic. The business is growing because
medical tourism is becoming more and more popular on
the foreigner’s market
INCOME About $660 per month
DIET Noodles with seafood, spring-rolls with pork; doesn’t
drink coffee, cola or any colored drinks that would make
her teeth yellow; drinks Artichoke tea from Dalat for its
healing properties
GARAGE 2009 SYM Attila, worth about $700
PROPERTY House in Hanoi which is worth about $190,000
HOBBY Likes to treat her family’s teeth, but the family doesn’t
share her hobby with anyone
A RECENT Just came back from Australia where she was very
EVENT impressed by the cost of stomatology services. For
example, the cost of teeth cleaning in Vietnam is about $8
but in AU it’s about $200
DREAMS Wants to practice abroad in Vietnam

In Vietnam, a newborn child is already one year. So be careful
when a girl tells you she’s 18.
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Artichoke Flower Tea
Trà Hoa Artiso

Da Lat City,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Herbal tea

INGREDIENTS
Artichoke flowers

Unique taste of Vietnamese highlands, both soft and flowery.

VIETNAMESE SPECIAL
Artichoke flower tea is a herbal tea that is popular only in Vietnam.
It has a grassy, “artichoke-y” flavor.
According to traditional Vietnamese medicine, artichoke tea has the
following health benefits:
- Possible effect on blood pressure
- Antioxidant benefits for cholesterol and against cancer. Artichoke
leaf is rich in antioxidants which dissolve into tea. Antioxidants
can protect your body from damage from free radicals and
environmental toxins.
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Ms Dang Thi Trinh
30 YEARS OLD

Vung Tau (VN), Singapore,
Sydney (AU)

Family One son
BUSINESS Doesn’t earn any money. She and other numerous people
from small villages on the North of Vietnam financially
depend on her husband
INCOME Gets $2,500 from her husband on 10th of every month
and spends all for personal shopping, her parents and
toys for her son
DIET Loves fast food in spite of her husband’s strictly healthy
habits; hates cooking. The only thing she can cook is to
infuse her favorite Hue Imperial tea
GARAGE Mercedes A-Class Benz, $50,000
PROPERTY She doesn’t have a penny to her name except some of her
husbands companies registered in her name, worth more
than $35,000,000
HOBBY Doesn’t have any free time
A RECENT Just finished aesthetician school in Singapore. Now trying
EVENT to decide what she will do afterward: photography classes
or yoga
DREAMS Has one more baby and to never lose her husband

Every Vietnamese has a vehicle. They only buy cars for work or
to enhance their image. Ninety percent of the population rides
motorcycles or bicycles.
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Imperial Hue Tea
Trà Cung Đình Huế

Hue Forests,
Central Vietnam
Herbal tea

INGREDIENTS
Red and black ziziphus, artichoke,
chrythantemum, stevia, yam,
Codonopsis pilosula, liquorice,
Jasmine blossoms, Styphnolobium
japonicum, Senna obtusifolia, bitter
melon, Goji berries, Cleistocalyx
operculatus, lotos , anise

Imperial herb blend for a flavorful cup of the exotic.

VIETNAMESE SPECIAL
This tea is a royal blend of 16 herbal ingredients. The soothing
blend of exotic tastes that produces a pleasantly original flavour.
This recipe was created by a Vietnamese herbal master and was
based on the ancient secrets of natural herbal remedies that were
renowned for promoting a long life. It was intended only for the
Vietnamese royal family.
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Mr. Nguyen Van Trung
71 YEARS OLD

HO CHI MINH CITY

Family One son
BUSINESS Former bicycle racing champion. Now owns the most
well-known bicycle shops in Vietnam where he sells the
best and latest models from all over the world
INCOME About $3,500-5,000 per month
DIET He’s obsessed with dieting. Always likes to create new
diets for himself; he has been a vegetarian for the last 40
years; does not drink any alcohol, but loves Phyllanthus
Urinaria tea for healthy men
GARAGE 220 bicycles
PROPERTY Own a four story home. It’s used as a storage for bikes
with the exception of one small room used for sleeping
HOBBIES Rides his bike around the city (about 40 km) then go
swiming (2 km). His favourite motto is “a healthy mind in
a healthy body”
A RECENT Was bitten by homeless dog on the street during one of
EVENT his rides
DREAMS Invent a perfect model bicycle

Rules of the road exist but they are stubbornly ignored. In
Vietnam, you almost never miss the people at pedestrian
crossings.
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Phyllanthus Urinaria
Trà Diệp Hạ Châu

Long An Province,
South of Vietnam
Herbal tea

INGREDIENTS
Phyllanthus Urinaria

Bitter taste

Very bitter taste of medicinal herbs.

VIETNAMESE SPECIAL
Phyllanthus tea has a really bitter flavour. But Vietnamese people
drink it not to enjoy the taste but to experience its wonderful
health benefits.
Phyllanthus plants have been used in folk medicine to treat a wide
number of diseases, including skeletal disorders as well as diabetes.
Gain attention for its potentially beneficial effects against hepatitis
B; research on Phyllanthus has now revealed possible antiviral
activity against human immunodeficiency virus.
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Mr. Nguyen Van Ba
18 YEARS OLD

Hue city

FAMILY Parents live in Hoi An City
BUSINESS Student of Hue Conservatory; majors in guitar and piano
INCOME $50/month
DIET Eats rice and tofu in the student mess hall. Misses his
mom’s homemade fish cake; brings his favorite Nutmeg
Oolong tea from home
GARAGE Nothing
PROPERTY The guitar
HOBBY Plays with friends in their own band
A RECENT Recently his parents gave him a new guitar as a birthday
EVENT gift
DREAMS To be a famous

If you are foreigner, you can buy strong medicine in the
drugstores without a prescription
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Nutmeg Oolong
Oolong Nhục Đậu Khấu

Bao Loc Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Oolong tea

INGREDIENTS
Vietnamese Oolong tea, nutmeg

Contains natural
nutmeg
A vibrant blend of fragrant oolong tea with hints of
zesty nutmeg.

Vietnamese often mixes completely different ingredients to
achieve a perfect and unique taste. They do the same with this
tea – blending fragrant Vietnamese oolong tea with a hint of zesty
nutmeg. The result … pure aromatic deliciousness.
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Mr Ngo Van Lam
29 YEARS OLD

Nha Trang city

FAMILY Parents, two sisters, and a girlfriend
BUSINESS Architect. Recently quits working at a French owned
design studio after two years. Just opened his own design
studio with his friend from school
INCOME As the studio just opened, the cost of design and
construction work barely covers their expenses; takes
kickbacks from suppliers, about $800/month
DIET Always in a hurry so doesn’t care of food; drinks liters of
his favorite Young Milk Oolong tea
GARAGE 2010 Suzuki Hyatt, which is worth about $1,400 and a
$200 sport bike
PROPERTY Stays in a studio on the second floor above a restaurant,
kindly given to him by the restaurant owner for six
months in exchange for him designing the restaurant
HOBBIES Likes the club life and modern music
A RECENT Recently signed a contract to design a 3 star resort in Nha
EVENT Trang City. He had been trying to get the project for the
past three months
DREAMS To build his home office so he won’t have to depend on
leasers
Everyone eats in street cafes, even millionaires. The owner of
a Bentley will park his car near tacky motorcycles to eat his
favorite noodles with seafood for $1-2.
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Young Milk Oolong
Tân Trà Sữa Oolong

Bao Loc Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Oolong tea

INGREDIENTS
Oolong tea, natural identical milk
flavor

Classic oolong tea with soft milky notes.

The climatic conditions of the Vietnamese Highlands provide the
perfect environment where to grow teas – the sun, the right soil,
and the right temperature. Add to that mix the technology used by
the best Oolong tea specialists and you have opportunity to enjoy
this special infusion, one of the finest oolong teas.
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Mr. Le Tuan Anh
52 YEARS OLD

HO CHI MINH CITY, HONG KONG

Family 11 months old son
BUSINESS Director, a branch of the Hong Kong’s investment fund in
Vietnam
INCOME About $7,000-8,000 per month and annual bonuses
included about $60,000 – 80,000
DIET Frequently combines lunches and business meetings.
Average bill is $25; likes to drink very mind-refreshing
Premium Ginseng Oolong tea
GARAGE 2010 Porsche Cayenne ($130,000)
PROPERTY Owns a villa, leases apartments in Hong Kong
HOBBIES Yachting and golf
A RECENT He says that the greatest thing in his life was to assist in
EVENT the birth of his son
DREAMS Support yacht sports in Vietnam which is now very poor
because of leakage in the infrastructure of yacht piers,
harbors etc

Drunk Vietnamese wander in the streets - this is nonsense.
Drunken brawl - unreal phenomenon
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Golden Health - Ginseng Oolong
Oolong Sâm – Sức Khỏe Vàng

Bao Loc Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Oolong tea

INGREDIENTS
Oolong tea, ginseng

Fragrance of Vietnamese oolong tea with the slight natural
sweetness of ginseng.

If Vietnamese green tea is the «green gold» of Vietnam, then
Ginseng Oolong tea is the Vietnamese diamond – extraordinarily
fragrant, soft and exciting.
Both oolong and ginseng are two favorites of Vietnamese medicine,
served mostly for the King and noblemen years ago. It was
presented as the most effective way to improve health.
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Mr. Nguyen Xuan Vinh
34 YEARS OLD

HO CHI MINH CITY

FAMILY Single, two sisters, and parents
BUSINESS Worked for big Vietnamese fashion retailer as a buyer for
a five years. He bought new collections. Nowadays he has
been creating own collections under his own trade name
INCOME Extremely unstable but never less than $10,000 per
month
DIET A Japanese food lover. Knows all secret restaurants in
HCMC with Japanese chefs; drinks Kingly Dream Oolong
Tea
GARAGE BMW 645 ($210,000), 2011 Vespa ($6500)
PROPERTY Apartment (350 sq. feet) on the 36th floor at the highest
skyscraper in Vietnam
HOBBY RC-cars racing
A RECENT Recently took second place on the National ASEAN
EVENT Championship lead
DREAMS He’s a big fan of Gianni Versace; wants to achieve at least
half of his success

Vietnam is one of the few countries in the world where there is
no McDonald’s(*). Places of worship among the youth are KFC
and Lotteria.
* Updated: First McDonald was openned in HCMC on 8th Feb 2014
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Kingly Dream Oolong Tea
Oolong Giấc Mơ Đế Vương

Bao Loc area,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Oolong tea

INGREDIENTS
Oolong tea, rosemary

Finest Vietnamese oolong tea infused with the delightful
fragrance of rosemary.

Sprinkled with early-morning dew, and grew in the fresh, clean
air of the Vietnamese highlands, the leaves of this tea are hand
plucked, meticulously processed, and flavored with rosemary to
achieve the perfect shape and flavor.
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Mr Huynh Tan Phuc
32 YEARS OLD

Nghe An province

FAMILY Girlfriend, aged parents
BUSINESS Works for a school as the P.E. teacher. Twice a month, he
takes part in boxing tournaments for money (prohibited
in Vietnam). He requested for his identity to be hidden
INCOME About $300/month and $100-200 for every fight he wins
DIET Pho bo, rice, sweet corn pie (¢7); drinks Kuding tea for
vigor of body and mind
GARAGE 2005 Honda Dream ($300)
PROPERTY Three story house in the center of the city ($40,000)
HOBBY Boxing
A RECENT In one of his recent fights, his opponent broke his nose.
EVENT He felt too embarrassed to see his students, so he took a
day off from school
DREAMS To buy his parents a new house

This country is very health conscious. Every morning (even after
national holidays) from 6 until 8 AM, a lot of people go jogging,
do exercises and play badminton in the parks.
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The Silver Needle (Kuding)
Trà Bạc Kim

Cao Bang Province,
North-East of Vietnam
Herbal tea

INGREDIENTS
Kuding

Bitter taste

Rich, zesty, and bitter in flavor with a satisfying taste.

This tea has the pure, distinctive, and bitter taste at first, and
would seems to make it undesirable but there is also the
underlying sweetness which becomes more pronounced once
the bitterness wears off – just a moment after taking a sip. It
doesn’t take long to acquire a taste for it, in much the same way
that coffee and other bitter drinks are enjoyed.
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Mr. Do Anh Minh
32 YEARS OLD

Hai Phong city

Family One daughter, two sons, and aged parents
Married
BUSINESS Works as a hauler on a MAN TGX 18. He carries goods
by containers from the port at Hai Phong throughout
Vietnam
INCOME $1,200 per month
DIET Usually eats seafood soup, spring-rolls with chicken, and
tofu in tomato sauce ($2-5) at roadside cafes. Despite this,
he appreciates a Vietnamese Bitter Melon Tea
GARAGE 2008 MAN TGX 18YOM ($40,000), 2 motorbikes: Honda SH
and Honda Wave
PROPERTY House (150 sq. feet), worth $100,000
HOBBIES The road, fishing, member of the “Barcelona Club”
A RECENT Sent his daughter off to be married to a French cook
EVENT named Rene. He has reluctantly agreed to visit Paris
DREAMS Found difficulty in replying. He says he is completely
content

In 2012 Vietnam surpassed all countries, even Brazil in world
coffee export.
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Vietnamese Bitter Melon Tea
Trà Khổ Qua Việt Nam

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, bitter
melon

Robust and entrancing taste of exotic bitter melon in
combination of tart green tea.

Bitter melon (Momordica charantia) is a popular vegetable in
Vietnam. Apart from its taste, Momordica tea is renowned for its
health benefits.
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Ms. Nguyen Tran Phuong Anh
52 YEARS OLD

Vung Tau City

FAMILY Divorced, daughter (32 years old) lives in New Jersey, USA
BUSINESS Owns a small resort that holds private villas right on the
beach
INCOME About $10,000-12,000 per month
DIET Very simple food; grows all of her vegetables in her own
organic garden and cooks them by herself; loves Loose
-Leaf Pu-Erh Tea
GARAGE Nothing. She uses taxi to get around
PROPERTY Property of a hotel - three bedrooms villa, a house in New
Jersey, totals more than $3,000,000
HOBBIES Loves interior design; enjoys growing flowers and
vegetables
A RECENT She left Vietnam in 1975 and moved to the USA during
EVENT the Vietnam War. After 35 years living there, she moved
back to motherland
DREAMS Establish a charity fund that will allow children from poor
families to be well educated

A lot of houses and office buildings have wet floor signs
in restrooms. According to national submissions, it shows
cleanliness.
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Loose -Leaf Pu-Erh Tea
Trà Bửu Lũy

Thai Nguyen Province,
North-East of Vietnam
Pu-erh tea

INGREDIENTS
Pu-erh tea

Earthy smoothness with slight chocolate notes in the aftertaste.

Small quantities of the unique raw pu-erh tea are produced by
artisan families – especially for Vietnamese pu-erh lovers.
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Mr. Bui Thanh Dung
82 YEARS OLD

Dak Lak province

Family Five children, 23 grandchildren, 12 great grandchildren
BUSINESS Owns a tea plantation where he grows eight types of the
best qualitative tea
INCOME About $3,000-5,000 per month depending on the season
DIET Grows all of his food himself: veggies, chickens, pigs and
cows; drinks Pu-erh tea from his farm
GARAGE Nothing, asks his children to transport him when needed.
He hasn’t asked anyone to drive him anywhere in three
years though
PROPERTY His farm
HOBBY Bibliophile. He reads tons of books and he has a great
library at home
A RECENT Just celebrated his 60th Wedding Anniversary with his
EVENT beloved wife
DREAMS Aspires to meet Barack Obama to tell him one short
statement that would change the world

Focal points of Vietnamese exports are: oil, textile, seafood,
coffee, tea, rice and natural rubber.
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Twilight Sage Pu-erh Tea
Trà Lão Quân Tử

Thai Nguyen Province,
North-East of Vietnam
Pu-erh tea

INGREDIENTS
Pu-erh tea

Rich in flavor, yet mellow and satisfying. Simply delicious.

Pu-erh in Vietnam is a drink especially for tea connoisseurs. Not
everyone is even familiar with the word “pu-erh.”
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Ms. Ho Thi Minh Thu
38 YEARS OLD

Ben Tre Province

Family Two children
BUSINESS Worker in a coconut candy factory for a past nine years.
Every day, she covers about 7,000 pieces of candy (about
2-5 sec per operation)
INCOME $240/month
DIET Rice with vegetables, soya bean soup, tofu with
lemongrass sauce; drinks Thai Nguyen Jasmine tea
GARAGE 2001 Honda Future ($300)
PROPERTY Two story home (140 sq. feet), worth about $15,000
HOBBY Loves to spend time with her family
A RECENT The factory’s management considering replacing manual
EVENT labour with automatic machines. Finally, they decided to
leave everything as it was but they increased employee
salaries by $50 per month
DREAMS To send her children to school in HCMC

Pax Thien is Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt’s foster son name. He
was adopted in HCMC, Vietnam on the March 19, 2007.
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Jasmine Tea from Thai Nguyen Province
Trà Lài Thái Nguyên

Thai Nguyen Province,
North-East of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, jasmine
blossoms, natural identical
jasmine flavor

A refreshing taste with the aroma of fragrant jasmine blossoms.

If you were to ask by a Vietnamese, “Where does the best tea in
Vietnam come from?”, 90% of people would reply, “Thai Nguyen
Province.” And jasmine tea from this province is the most coveted
variety of any tea farms.
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Mr. Nguyen Anh Bac
56 YEARS OLD

HO CHI MINH CITY

Family Two children from the second marriage
BUSINESS Professor at Polytechnic University of HCMC. He lectures
“Study of strength of materials”
INCOME $450/month
DIET He has lunch in the university canteen, paid by the
university; stashed Lotus Tea from B’lao in his classroom
GARAGE Rides a bicycle because he doesn’t live far from school
PROPERTY Lives with his mother on a quiet street surrounded by
recently built skyscrapers. His great grandmother gave
him the house ($800,000)
HOBBIES Likes to drink beer with friends, reminisces about his
rough childhood in Russia. He is famous there as the
guy who can chug fountains of Vodka and leave sober
afterward
A RECENT Was invited to transfer to Hanoi University but he didn’t
EVENT accept it because he’s worried about his mother
DREAMS Meet Maria Fedorova in Vietnam and talk about their
student life

The «Forbes» announced the list of countries with the most
healthy and tasty cuisine in April of 2008. Vietnamese cuisine
was ranked number 3.
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B’lao Lotus Green Tea
Trà Sen B’lao

Bao Loc Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, natural
identical lotus flavor

With its longitudinally curled green leaf, this tea has a slightly
sharp flavor, similar to that of star anise, paired with a pleasant
vanilla finish. Infusion yields a pale green liquor, with a second
or third cup leaving one’s palate with the invigorating and floral
sweetness of aromatic lotus blossoms.

VIETNAMESE SPECIAL
Lotus tea was originally created during the Nguyen Dynasty for King
Tu Duc. At night, when the nectar was at its fullest, the servants
would row out in the lake where the lotus blossoms grew.
Very carefully and gently, they would peel back each fragile petal
of the blossom and fill the bloom with green tea. Then the flower
was closed up, and the petals bound with ribbon or silk string,
keeping the tea safe and dry as it absorbed the scent of the lotus
overnight. In the morning, the servants would row back out to the
lotus flowers, carefully opened the petals again and harvested the
green tea, now heavily scented with the sweet fragrance of the
lotus flower. They would return just in time to prepare the tea for
the king’s breakfast.
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Ms. Hoang Thi Kim Thanh
67 YEARS OLD

Binh Thuan province

Family Three children, 52 workers
BUSINESS Dragon fruits plantation. The main supplier of dragon
fruits in Vietnam. She supplies dragon fruits to more than
50 countries
INCOME About $800,000/year
DIET Very simple food mainly grown by her own family garden
and cooked by her sister who lays the shared table for
family and workers. Loves Shan Snow Old Tea
GARAGE Three tractors, truck Man, Toyota Land Cruiser
PROPERTY Plantation, apartment (250 ft) in HCMC
HOBBY Loves to spend time with her workers, helping and
teaching them
A RECENT She received a delegation of biology scientists from
EVENT Netherland, who were really impressed by performance of
her harvest. They invited her to visit Netherland but she is
afraid because she’s never been overseas
DREAMS That next year will be harvested

Two hundred kilometers north-west of Danang is the deepest
cave on planet - Hang Son Doong (discovered in 2009). The
width is 92m, the height is 245m and that’s only counting the
entrance. The depth is not exactly known but definitely more
than 4,5 km.
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Shan Snow Green Tea
Shan Tuyết Lão Trà

Suoi Giang area, Yen Bai Province,
Central Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea

Legendary Vietnamese green tea with long, curled leaves and
an extremely fresh, tart fragrance.

VIETNAMESE SPECIAL
This tea is one of the most famous teas grown in Vietnam. It
is harvested in small amounts from wild tea trees growing on
mountains 800-1,800 m high in the northern parts of Vietnam,
most of which are over 100 years old.
Coated with a whitish-grey color, these tender tea leaves are
likened to snow flowers, hence the name “Shan snow tea” – Shan
means “mountain.”
This premium tea has an extraordinary fresh aroma. Once
infused, the leaves yield a light green colored cup with a delicate
combination of flowery notes and tart green tea taste.
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Ms. Nguyen Thuy Diem
45 YEARS OLD

HO CHI MINH CITY

Family Two sons who are major in law in New York City, USA
BUSINESS Owns a model agency that provides the models for
advertising for the most well known Asian corporations
INCOME More than $2,000,000 per year
DIET Usually eats in the most glamorous restaurants in HCMC;
drinks Lychee-Lemongrass Tea and orders it directly from
the Northern farmers near the Chinese border
GARAGE 2011 Porsche Panamera
PROPERTY Villa in Phu My Hung (newly developed area in HCMC)
(550 sq. feet) office (2000 sq. feet)
HOBBIES Yachting, golf
A RECENT Just signed a great contract with Asian brunch of L’Oreal
EVENT
DREAMS To build a small, beautiful house on the mountain near
Sapa City and to spend the rest of her life there, away
from the hustle and bustle of the city

Vietnam is ranked second after China in wealth of choice and
exports of green tea, but nevertheless has the cheapest green
tea and Lipton tea bags in cafes and restaurants.
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Lychee-Lemongrass Tea
Hương Mao Lệ Chi Trà

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, lemongrass,
natural identical lychee flavor

Delicate, yet surprisingly fresh character of tropical citrus.

There is a very sweet month each year – the month when lychees
ripen. At every corner of Vietnam, you can buy juicy ripe lychees,
fresh from the farm. Lychee Lemongrass Tea – absorbed drink
with the sweetness of tropical lychees and the citrus fragrance of
Vietnamese lemongrass.
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Mr. Dinh Duy Quang
20 YEARS OLD

Danang CITY

FAMILY Single. His parents work at a tire factory and live in a small
village in Central Vietnam
BUSINESS Student of Danang University of Economics
INCOME $50 per month; occasionally wins money playing poker
with his friends, but more frequently loses everything and
lives in debt
DIET Rice, grilled pork, spring rolls with beef; drinking Peach
Black tea when playing card with friends
GARAGE Bicycle ($75)
PROPERTY One mattress in a dorm room, teapot, and other personal
stuff
HOBBY Playing poker with friends
A RECENT Was nearly expelled two months ago from Danang
EVENT because of slow progress
DREAMS Visit the USA

Lunch hour is from 11:30 till 12:00 PM. After that, every
Vietnamese is bound in honor to nap at least half an hour.
Even employees in headquarters of foreign companies and
Consulates do this every day.
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Summer Peach Tea
Trà Hạ Đào

Bao Loc Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Black tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf black tea, safflower,
natural identical peach flavor

Fruity aroma with soothingly sweet floral notes.

Vietnamese people are used to be very traditional. However,
more and more people are being influenced by western cultures,
primarily the younger generations. This was the case with tea.
Young people in Vietnam now prefer to drink flavored teas rather
than the classic tart green tea. One splendid example of a flavored
tea is our Summer Peach tea, with its fabulous aroma of tropical
fruits.
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Mr. Nguyen Anh Cuong
42 YEARS OLD

HUE CITY

Family Two daughters, old aged parents
BUSINESS Works as a taxi driver in one of the major taxi companies
in Vietnam. All year round, he raises fighting cocks and
puts them on display for money. So far, he’s lost more
than he’s earned and his wife hates it
INCOME $250/month and earns some money from the cocks
during Spring
DIET Noodles with beef, coffee, Mint Black Tea
GARAGE 2008 Honda Airblade, old moto cart
PROPERTY Two story house (140 sq ft), which is worth $90,000
HOBBIES Cocks fights, beer with friends
A RECENT Sold one of his favorite cocks because it did not yield to
EVENT temptation and made $600 off of it
DREAMS Buys his own car and to works for himself

Managers of international companies in Vietnam know that
one Vietnamese employee is better than one Korean, Chinese or
Japanese. Two Vietnamese are just as effective as two of their
neighbors in the region, but the three Vietnamese have an order
inferior to them in their ability to work on a team
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South Mint Tea
Trà Bạc Hà Phương Nam

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Black tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf black tea, pepper mint

Fragrant black tea and very refreshing peppermint aroma.

The best way to quench thirst and refresh your head … iced black
tea with natural Vietnamese peppermint. Add one teaspoon of
honey and enjoy every sip of this cool beverage.
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Ms Ho Thi Thuy An
25 YEARS OLD

Ha noi capital, London

FAMILY Mother and father who are from a very old and
respectable dynasty
BUSINESS Graduated from The British Institute of Interior Design last
year; opened her own architecture and design agency in
Ha Noi Capital and invited lecturers to work with her; has
contracts with government corporations and investment
funds
INCOME No data
DIET English breakfast, Vanilla Coconut Tea
GARAGE Uses personal driver in Hanoi, BMW 130i in London
PROPERTY An apartment in Hanoi, a house in London
HOBBY Embroidery. She says that this is the most relaxing thing
in the world
A RECENT A month ago, she met a Spanish guy in Heathrow airport
EVENT where they chatted about five hours because the flight
delayed. Unfortunately when she came back to Hanoi, she
lost his phone number. She’s very upset about that
DREAMS For her business to be internationally known

In ancient times, Vietnamese thought that people with white
teeth were very indecent. So they covered their teeth with black
lacquer to protect them from caries. They also did this to protect
them from whammy. Nowadays, you could also see people with
black teeth in certain villages and towns.
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Vanilla Coconut Tea
Trà Vani Dừa

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Black tea
Contains natural
coconut

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf black tea, coconut,
natural identical vanilla flavor

Delightful vanilla aroma and the flowery aroma of Vietnamese
black tea.

The coconut in this tea is handpicked from the local markets, dried
in the sun, cut by hand, and then blended with fragrant black tea
flavored with aromatic vanilla - a truly delicious Vietnamese artisan
tea.
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Mr. Nguyen Van Chau
45 YEARS OLD

HO CHI MINH CITY

FAMILY Single, divorced four times
BUSINESS Mediator. Helps good people with permits, investments,
loans, government support; fluent in English, French,
Russian, Korean, and Chinese
INCOME Doesn’t disclose
EATING Laughs that he mainly eats in aircrafts. His favorite meal is
fish cake made by his grandmamma. Likes to brew teapot
of a Clover Tea for casual conversation
GARAGE White 2011BMW X6
PROPERTY Villa in Phu My Hung (newly developed area in HCMC)
(550 sq. feet), office (2000 sq. feet)
HOBBIES Yachting, travel
A RECENT Visited 28 countries last year, 8 of those were by yacht
EVENT
DREAMS Meet and share his life with his “other half”

About 80% of women of Vietnam don’t use make-up. They say
that they don’t want to get too much attention.
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Clover Tea
Trà Thiên Nhật Hồng

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, clover
flowers

Finest green tea and hand-picked clover blossoms.

Vietnamese people love tea, they love flowers, and they love
tasty drinks. You can find all three of these ingredients in our
Clover tea.
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Ms. Huynh Thi Cam Tu
76 YEARS OLD

HOI AN CITY

FAMILY Four children, 11 grandchildren
BUSINESS Washes the dishes in a small family-owned restaurant
in Hoi An City, owned by her nephew. Once a week, she
takes the chef’s place in the kitchen on his day off
INCOME $130 per month
DIET Rice with vegetables, her specialty Hue style soup which
recipe she’s been keeping a secret all her life. To stay
healthy, she drinks Jasminum Subtriplinerve tea (recently
read about it in a newspaper)
GARAGE Very old Honda motorcycle
PROPERTY A small room (9 sq. feet) in the her son’s house
HOBBY Fortune teller by night
A RECENT Prophesied that her son should open another restaurant
EVENT next year
DREAMS To dry-nurse with her first great grandson who will be
born in a few months

The most honorable place in the car is the passenger seat. It
called the “high place”. Vietnamese will try to offer you the
passenger seat as a guest of honor.
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Jasminum Subtriplinerve
Trà Lá Vằn

Dak Lak Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, jasmine
blossoms, cinnamon, natural
identical jasmine flavor

Delightful jasmine fragrance with lingering floral aromas

VIETNAMESE SPECIAL
According to traditional Vietnamese medicine:
- The leaves of this plant have anti-bacterial and anti-inflammatory
properties, which enhance cell regeneration and the wound
healing process as well as being anti-toxic.
- An infusion of the leaves may be used as a bitter tonic, which
is particularly beneficial to women’s health. Yellow tea can also
treat postpartum infections, inflammation of the lymph nodes,
inflammation of the uterus and mammary glands, rheumatoid
arthritis, and joint pain.
- In addition to its antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory properties,
yellow tea offers many health benefits, which include detoxing
the liver, stimulating the digestion, increasing the circulation, and
aiding weight loss.
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Ms. Nguyen Thi
92 YEARS OLD

Long An province

FAMILY Seven children, 19 grandchildren, 34 grand-grandchildren
(the youngest of them is nine months old)
BUSINESS She has been engaged in cultivation of rice since
1935, and she’s passed it on to her three sons and 13
grandchildren. As a whole, her family grows rice in the
fields (15,000 hectares)
INCOME Doesn’t need anything - children and grandchildren to
take care of everything
DIET Rice noodles with tofu lemongrass, Vietnamese iced
coffee. To stay healthy, she drinks tea from String Leaves
out of Sapa City
GARAGE Lexus LS 570 with a driver - a gift from children and
grandchildren for her 90th birthday
PROPERTY 100 hectares of rice fields, worth about $5 million,
farmhouse (150 sq. ft.) which is worth $50,000
HOBBY Says rice cultivation rules her life
A RECENT Last year, she was able to increase crop yields by 15%,
EVENT having collected 65 quintals of rice per hectare (one of the
highest in Vietnam and the World)
DREAMS Can live to 100 years old
Before mass diving became a hobby, underwater pioneer,
Jacques Cousteau made his first dive in the gulf of Van Phuong
Bay in Vietnam.
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Stinging Leaf of Immortality from Sapa
Trường Sinh Đoạn Trà

Sapa forests,
North-West of Vietnam
Herbal tea

INGREDIENTS
Stinging nettle leaves

Zesty herbal flavor.

Vietnamese people like everything to be natural and organic. They
also prefer to treat their diseases with natural remedies. One of the
most popular medicinal drinks is tea made with special stinging
nettle leaves from Sapa City, a famous tea-growing area in North
Vietnam.
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Ms. Le Thi Hien
61 YEARS OLD

HO CHI MINH CITY, Nha Trang city,
Singapore, Melbourne

Family Three children, five grandchildren
BUSINESS She and her husband are business partners. They have
three businesses and are now working at a convenient
shop chain in touristy areas all over Vietnam
INCOME About $250,000 per year
DIET Seafood with vegetables and fish saurce, coffee, Green Tea
From Tan Cuong Province
GARAGE Drives a red 2011 Mercedes GLK300- husband doesn’t
drive cars due to a bad accident
PROPERTY The shares in two big famous hotels in Nha Trang City and
Danang City, seafood farm in Nha Trang City, shop chain,
commercial real estate and apartments in HCMC, Nha
Trang City, and Singapore
HOBBY Visits her children and grandchildren in Melbourne (AU)
and around Europe
A RECENT Her oldest granddaughter Jane got married in Melbourne.
EVENT She married a Korean, an Australian citizen, whose family
has lived in AU for 20 years
DREAMS That all of her family members get along

The owners of Vietnamese houses put all of their favorite
products at the altar. The list of products often includes
expensive fruits, beer, cigarettes and vodka.
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Green Tea from Tan Cuong
Trà Xanh Tân Cương

Tan Cuong Village, Thai Nguyen Province,
North-East of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea

Rich, with a clean, very refreshing green tea aroma.

Tan Cuong is a small village in Thai Nguyen Province, and Tan
Cuong tea is the number one tea in the province.
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Mr. Nguyen Van Dong
68 YEARS OLD

DA LAT CITY

FAMILY Three grown-up sons, two of them live in Texas. Among
them - the youngest one, came back home a year ago.
Now they work together
BUSINESS He came back from Texas seven years ago. He was a
Naval Officer in the past. He is an ardent admirer of
vegetarianism and founded a vegetarian restaurant in
Da Lat City
INCOME About $5,000 per month. He says that it will be much
better when he implements the accounting system to
prevent employees from stealing
DIET Only eats at his own restaurant because doesn’t believe
other restaurants have qualitative food. Loves Lotus Heart
tea
GARAGE 1978 Jeep Willis imported from Iraq
PROPERTY A big house on a hill with a fruit garden and an
unbelievable view of Da Lat City. The restaurant takes up
most of the house
HOBBIES Loves jazz music, collects vintage stereo and audio
equipments from the 60’s and 70’s
A RECENT Just got back from a jazz festival in NYC
EVENT
DREAMS Create the largest birds’ park in the world
Before the 20th century, Vietnamese didn’t use milk because
the usage of milk was like an unworthy action, so milk was only
used as nutrition for helpless calf. Now, there is a wide range
of milk: natural milk, milk with sugar, chocolate, strawberry,
coconut and milk with green tea.
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Premium Lotus Hearts Green Tea
Trà Tim Sen Thượng Hạng

Thai Nguyen Province,
North-East of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, lotus hearts

Long, curled green leaves with a slightly sharp flavor similar
to star anise, paired with a pleasant vanilla finish.

VIETNAMESE SPECIAL
Lotus seeds are popular for their nutritional benefits and healing
properties. They are commonly used in Asian medications and also
in various recipes.
• Lotus seeds contain L-isoaspartyl methyltransferase, an enzyme
with anti-ageing properties.
• The seeds contain kaempferol, a flavonoid known for its antiinflammatory properties.
• The astringent properties of lotus seeds make them beneficial for
the kidneys. They help to regulate the energy levels of the body.
• Vietnamese folk belives that lotus seeds may be used to treat
various sexual conditions.
• Lotus seeds are used in Chinese medicine to relieve the problem
of diarrhea. They are also used to improve the health of the spleen.
• Traditionally, lotus seeds were used to treat people with sleeping
disorders such as insomnia.
• The center of the lotus seed is known to be beneficial for the heart
due to its cooling properties.
• Some medicinal researchers believe that lotus seeds help to
strengthen the digestive process and relieve diarrhea.
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Mr. Hoang Manh Cuong
47 YEARS OLD

Mekong’s delta

Family Five children
BUSINESS Breeds fish in the nurse ponds in the Mekong River.
Sells fish to suppliers or exchanges them for goods in a
neighbor village
INCOME $115 per month
DIET Egg noodles with fish together with a cup of rice wine;
sometimes drinks expensive Blue Rose tea with his wife
GARAGE One pair oar boat ($45) and one motorboat ($150)
PROPERTY Floating house on Mekong River (50 sq. feet) – $20,000
HOBBIES Likes watching TV, fish farming and playing Chinese chess
with his friend, Hoang next door
A RECENT Two months ago, he noticed that the boards rotted away
EVENT and one of the nurse ponds broke, so now all the fish
have gone away (he’s lost about $300 according to his
calculation)
DREAMS Buy new flat screen LCD TV

In the 20th century, Vietnam had a battle with France, China,
Cambodia and the USA and they won all of these wars.
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Blue Rose Tea
Sắc Trà

Bao Loc Province,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Black tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf black tea, rose petals

Dark and rich black tea with aromatic rose petals.

Many expats in Vietnam search for good loose-leaf black tea on the
supermarket shelves but cannot find it. This is not because Vietnam
does not produce black tea. It’s simply because it’s the tea that is
new to the Vietnamese, and mostly sent for export. Nonetheless,
the tea is fragrant and similar to the most famous of China’s black
teas – Keemun.
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Mr. Do Huu Nhan
32 YEARS OLD

Hai Phong City

Family Two children
BUSINESS Works as a project manager for the construction of
big cruise vessels (55 meters long, capacity about 120
passengers), which belong to one of the oil companies
INCOME $1,200 per month
DIET Only likes food his wife makes; loves Lemongrass tea
because it helps him relax
GARAGE 2003 Toyota Innova ($12,000), 2011 Honda Lead
motorcycle
PROPERTY Two story house
HOBBIES Plays billiard (sometimes for money). Fan of the Juventus
team
A RECENT Made a bet for $500 on team Italy in the final match
EVENT between Spain - Italy and lost it
DREAMS For his children to live in EU

It is a tradition for Vietnamese men to grow a long (2-4cm) nail
on his pinky finger, as a demonstration of high social status
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Lemongrass Tea
Sảng Trà

Thai Nguyen Province,
North-East of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, lemongrass

A relaxing, refreshing taste with citrus notes.

Western people like to add lemon to their cup of tea to introduce
a citrus flavor. Vietnamese people sometimes brew lemongrass
with their tea and then, after a long, hot working day, they chill in a
shady garden with their friends.
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Mr. Nguyen Moretty
48 YEARS OLD

Phu Yen province

Family No children
BUSINESS After 20 years living in Tuscany, Italy, he came back to his
native village where he was raised. Then, he bought a big
piece of land and started a pig farm as well as a potato
farm to sell abroad
INCOME At this moment in time the business is not profitable. He
thinks it’s better to work in happiness instead of working
for happiness
DIET Loves pork and potato dishes. His spouse makes pasta
almost everyday because she still couldn’t grow to like
Vietnamese cuisine. He makes his favorite tea from rose
buds
GARAGE Two tractors, Toyota Fortuner 4WD
PROPERTY 15 ha of land with farm (about 2500 sq feet). Three years
ago, it was worth $1,320,000, but now it’s worth five times
that amount
HOBBY
Doesn’t have any free time because he says it’s impossible
to be tired from a job you love
A RECENT Two weeks ago, 19 pigs got poisoned. The reasons are
EVENT still under investigation. He is afraid of losing his business
because of swine flu
DREAMS To purchase a land plot next to his land to expand the
farms
It is the venturesome nation - about 80% of all population
young and old play cards, checkers, chess for money and bet on
pig races and cockfights at least once a week.
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Rosebud Tea
Hồng Trà

Da Lat City,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Green tea

INGREDIENTS
Loose leaf green tea, rosebuds

Aromatic green tea complemented by delicate fragrance of
rosebuds.

This tea blend is considered to be a blend fit for tea masters.
Why? Because Vietnamese green tea is tart and it is easy to brew
its bitter but rosebuds have a mildly fragrant and delicate taste.
So it is challenge for Tea Masters to choose best water and right
temperature to get taste and aroma of both ingredients.
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Mr. Nguyen Van Toan
40 YEARS OLD

Nha Trang city

Family Two daughters
BUSINESS Director of Sourcing of “SenseAsia Vietnam” company.
Travels to farms in Vietnam in search of high quality raw
materials for the product lines and negotiates about
terms of supply
INCOME $4,000 per month
DIET Often eats in the restaurants, and loves to try new kinds
of food from all over the world but still thinks Vietnamese
food is the best. In two years, he has become an expert
in the tea business, tried more than 1,000 different
kinds and quality of teas and now he just can’t drink
«regular» teas from the supermarket. He prefers to drink
Chrysanthemum Tea in the evening to relax
GARAGE Three motorbikes, 2011 Toyota Corolla ($32,000)
PROPERTY Three story house
HOBBIES Very good at cards, chess and billiards (often plays for
money and wins); golf
A RECENT Travelled throughout Europe with his family. In Barcelona,
EVENT thieves stole his wife’s purse along with 900 euro and an
iPhone, but he’s still impressed by culture of this city
DREAMS To take part in a research expedition and make a film
about it, like Jacques Cousteau
Every Vietnamese has a small business. If not, his family does. Of
the 86 million, 92% of the population have a medium or small
family business.
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Chrysanthemum Tea
Kim Cúc Trà

Da Lat City,
Central Highlands of Vietnam
Herbal tea

INGREDIENTS
Chrysanthemum flowers

A smooth, delicate, and zesty combination of flowers with
hint of honey.

This is a traditional Vietnamese herbal remedy for the relief of
anxiety and stress. It is renowned for its calming and relaxing
properties.
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